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Job Centre Plus work coaches are trained to help people who may
feel that the time is right to return to work or to obtain new skills and
develop existing ones.
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They have access to a range of learning opportunities, jobs and
financial support and can advise you of the correct routes to take, to
ensure a smooth move into work.
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All the discussions are informal and can arrange you to meet you at
the Job Centre.
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Thinking about work or training now or in the future? Are you:
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Considering how this will affect your benefits?
Wondering how much better off you will be in work?
Want to look at jobs that fit round other responsibilities for
example caring?
Concerned about childcare whilst working or training?
A partner of someone in work or receiving benefits and
interested in advice?
Concerned about the changes to Incapacity Benefit/Housing
Benefit and want to discuss how this will affect you?
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